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The polarization dependence of laser-driven coherent synchrotron emission transmitted through thin foils is investigated experimentally. The harmonic generation process is seen to be almost completely suppressed for circular polarization opening up the possibility of producing isolated attosecond pulses via polarization gating. Particle-in-cell simulations suggest that current laser pulses are capable of generating isolated attosecond pulses with high pulse energies. Ultrahigh intensity laser interactions with overdense plasma surfaces can produce coherent beams of extremeultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray radiation via high harmonic generation (HHG) with remarkable spatial properties [1] , high brightness [2] , and attosecond (as) temporal duration [3] through a variety of processes and interaction geometries. Beyond the well-known processes such as coherent wake emission (CWE, dominant for weakly relativistic interactions [4] ) and the relativisitic oscillating mirror (ROM, dominant in the strongly relativistic regime [5] ), coherent synchrotron emission (CSE) [6, 7] has recently come to the fore. CSE is characterized by its distinctive spectral shape (slow decay to higher frequencies up to the cutoff) and correlates with the formation of a distinct highdensity, nm-scale electron bunch observed in simulations. While coherent synchrotron emission can become dominant even at oblique incidence in reflection (normally associated with ROM), it is the only efficient mechanism in normal incidence in transmission [7] and has been shown to be a source of highly energetic XUV pulses.
In common with other HHG techniques, the temporal substructure of CSE is characterized by a train of attosecond pulses. This temporal substructure has given rise to the generation of isolated attosecond pulses for applications in attoscience [8] , where low energy attosecond pulses are generated at moderate intensities when a femtosecond laser interacts with a gaseous medium [9] . Isolating a single attosecond pulse can be achieved either with extremely short laser pulses which exhibit a single dominant laser cycle and hence a single dominant attosecond pulse in the temporal structure. Alternatively, the strong ellipticity dependence of HHG in gaseous media is frequently exploited to achieve the generation of a single, isolated attosecond pulse. This is achieved by generating pulses with a complex polarization state [10] , which exhibits strong ellipticity throughout the pulse, with the exception of one linearly polarized cycle at peak intensity where the pulse switches from left to right circular (or vice versa). For all optical cycles with significant ellipticity the generation of XUV harmonics is suppressed, and hence only a single attosecond pulse is emitted.
Producing highly energetic attosecond pulses requires converting a high energy laser pulse efficiently to coherent XUV radiation, making schemes that can exploit the relativistic intensities achieved when a petawatt class laser is focused with typically available focusing optics attractive. The challenge is then to achieve isolated attosecond pulses and therefore to understand the ellipticity dependence of the generation mechanism.
We investigate for the first time the polarization dependence of coherent synchrotron emission and observe the almost complete suppression of the harmonic emission for circular polarization during a relativistic laser-plasma interaction. This is the first time polarization controlled suppression of a HHG process has been observed for high energy laser pulses with relativistic intensities-key to producing bright, energetic attosecond pulses. Our particlein-cell (PIC) simulations demonstrate that the observed ellipticity scaling is sufficient to allow the production of a single attosecond pulse by implementing polarization gating techniques on currently available laser systems.
CSE relies on the formation of high-density, nanometer scale electron bunches (nanobunches) during the interaction of an ultraintense laser with an overdense plasma. The first numerical investigations reported on the formation of such bunches under oblique incidence interactions and the CSE spectra emitted in the specularly reflected direction [6] . While this mechanism exhibits a favorable efficiency scaling towards shorter wavelengths, it is difficult to observe in isolation for a reflection geometry due to the competing HHG mechanisms such as ROM and CWE. Recent experimental work, however, has demonstrated the unambiguous observation of CSE from subwavelength thick foils in a normal-incidence transmission geometry [7] . Simulations of the interaction identified the nanobunches of electrons pulled from the target surface by the v × B component of the Lorentz force as the origin of the radiation. The velocity v in this case is the transverse velocity that is predominantly accumulated in the electric field of the laser. When this velocity is relativistic (which occurs when the laser vector potential a 0 ¼ Iλ 2 =1.37E18 W cm −2 μm 2 > 1) then the laser's magnetic field B can drive the electrons in the longitudinal direction with a large amplitude. These bunches are then subsequently driven back into the plasma with speeds close to that of light. As they approach the target surface, their large forward velocity, combined with a transverse acceleration provided by the laser electric field, cause the nanobunches to emit CSE. When CSE is produced with femtosecond pulses [11] , the temporal structure consists of only a small number of attosecond bursts, allowing polarization gating schemes such as interferometric polarization gating (IPG) [12] or the generalized double optical gating method [13] to be considered to isolate a single attosecond pulse.
The ellipticity dependence of CSE was investigated using the Astra Gemini laser system. The laser produced 50 fs duration pulses which, after contrast enhancement by a double plasma mirror setup and focusing by an f=2 off-axis parabola to a near-diffraction-limited spot, yielded intensities of ≈5 × 10 20 W cm −2 . The contrast after the plasma mirror system was ≈1∶10 −10 at 10 ps before the pulse peak.
The transmitted harmonic radiation was detected on an XUV spectrometer consisting of a 270 μm vertical slit placed 30 cm from the laser focus followed by a 1000 lines=mm freestanding gold transmission grating. The dispersed spectrum is detected by a microchannel-plate (MCP) detector [see Fig. 1(a)] .
A mica zero-order quarter-wave plate was used to generate a circularly polarized pulse, the effect of which can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , which compares the spectra for a linearly (shaded area) and a circularly polarized (solid black line) driving pulse from a 300 nm parylene-N foil. Harmonic orders up to the 15th were clearly observed while the spectral resolution of the diagnostic limited the observation of higher orders. Of most interest from this graph is the almost complete suppression of the signal to the level of the detection noise floor in the case of circular polarization. We estimate the energy contained in the 9th harmonic to be within the μJ range; however, without knowledge of the beam divergence a more precise value cannot be inferred at this point. However, this energy range is comparable with efficiencies from previous measurements of this transmitted harmonic emission [7] but considerably lower than that expected for ideal cases of CSE in reflection [6] . A possible explanation for the discrepancy is the fact that the nanobunch density depends sensitively on the precise interaction parameters, particularly the laser contrast and preplasma scale length [6] , which were not scanned systematically on this occasion.
Also of note here is the observation of even ordered harmonics, despite the interaction occurring at normal incidence. In the ideal one-dimensional case one would not expect to see even harmonics at all as the v × B force drives the generation mechanism twice per laser cycle [5] . However, it has been observed in 2D simulations of intense laser-foil interactions that off axis, the electron bunches are driven once per cycle (see, for example, Fig. 7 of Ref. [14] ). This is due to electron bunches formed in alternating half cycles of the laser gaining transverse momentum from the laser electric field in opposite directions. The periodicity of these bunches would permit the generation of even harmonics and would explain these observations. 
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123902-2 clearly shows that the harmonic emission is almost completely suppressed and that the drop in efficiency with driver ellipticity is rapid. In Fig. 2 the background subtracted and spatially integrated harmonic signal is plotted against the pulse ellipticity. It can be seen that for circular polarization the transmitted harmonic signal is almost reduced to the noise floor of the spectrometer which is determined by integrating the signal for a shot with no target, providing ideal conditions for applying polarization gating to CSE. In terms of the interaction physics, the substantial reduction in efficiency can be understood from considering the forces acting upon the target. At normal incidence the only oscillatory component of the force normal to the interaction surface is the v × B term. For circular polarization both magnitude and direction of the force become constant over a laser cycle for sufficiently slowly varying intensity envelope, hence preventing the formation of nanobunches and the emission of CSE. The absence of an oscillatory force component normal to the interaction surface suppresses all known HHG processes more generally and a similar suppression has been predicted for ROM harmonics also [5, 17] . To our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of near complete HHG suppression in a relativistic regime using circular polarization. As a comparison, measurements of the efficiency of the ROM mechanism in oblique incidence with circular polarized pulses have yielded relative efficiencies of 20% [15] or one third [16] compared to that for a linearly polarized driving pulse.
One-dimensional PIC simulations were performed using the code PICWIG [17] to investigate the suitability of transmitted CSE for polarization gating. The simulated grid contained 1000 cells per laser wavelength (λ) and a target λ=4 thick with a λ=10 linear density ramp at the front of the target leading up to a peak density of 100n c where n c ¼ ω 2 m e ϵ 0 =e 2 is the critical density. Ions were kept fixed and each target cell contained 1000 electron macroparticles. The interaction of an 11 cycle full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse with peak a 0 ¼ 16 was simulated for several ellipticity values to confirm that the code reproduces the experimentally observed scaling. These results are also plotted in Fig. 2 . There is remarkable agreement in the observed trend for low values of ellipticity (< 0.5) and the simulations reproduce the same observed drop in efficiency. For higher ellipticity values the PIC code predicts several orders of magnitude more suppression than observed. This is largely due to the 1D nature of the simulations. At the intensities involved here significant denting of the target surface can be expected [1] , which will create regions of oblique incidence and this effect cannot be accounted for by these simulations. Furthermore, the preplasma scale length is assumed to be the same in each case; however it is known that increasing pulse ellipticity can reduce the effect of surface heating mechanisms which may in turn affect the interaction scale length.
Polarization gating [17, 18] is more effective when the initial laser pulse duration is only a small number of cycles long. In this case, gating can be achieved by overlapping two colinear circularly polarized pulses with opposite handedness. In the overlap period the superposition of the two pulses results in linear polarization and the relative delay can control the duration of this linear gate. The advantage of this scheme is that it is straightforward to implement using a pair of birefringent plates [17, 19] . For longer pulses the comparatively more complex IPG scheme [12] can be implemented, utilizing four pulses each with controlled timing. Two pulses are overlapped in phase so that their fields constructively add while the other two are out of phase and create a destructive minimum. One pulse pair is polarized orthogonally to the other and with a π=2 phase shift such that their superposition is an elliptically polarized pulse where the field strengths are comparable but at the center, where only one pulse pair contributes to the total field, a linear gate is formed. The field amplitudes and variation of ellipticity are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) .
Both schemes are simulated here, the former using a 2 cycle pulse with initial peak a 0 ¼ 12 (corresponding to the planned capability of the LWS-20 laser [20] ) while the IPG technique is simulated using an 11 cycle pulse with initial a 0 ¼ 16. Simulations for both gated and ungated pulses for each method were performed, and a comparison of the plasma electron density dynamics for each scenario is shown in Figs. 3(c)-3(f) .
The clearest difference in the plasma behavior is the suppression of the 2ω surface oscillations in the gated pulses for cycles outside of the linear gate (where the circular polarized laser field only drives the plasma forward). CSE is seen to be restricted to a narrow time window around the linear gate in agreement with our expectations based on our ellipticity dependence measurements from Fig. 2 . Figure 4 plots the transmitted pulse intensity against time for each simulation. Results for the plate method, using a short 2-cycle FWHM pulse, show the clearest isolation of a single 77 as FWHM pulse with almost complete suppression of all satellite pulses. Data for the IPG method, using a longer 11-cycle FWHM pulse, show effective isolation of a single 370 as FWHM pulse with the exception of several weak satellite pulses. The large difference in the attosecond pulse duration for the two schemes is due to the different interaction conditions at the linear gate rather than as a result of the particular gating method used.
These results show the potential of few cycle, ultraintense pulses to produce isolated, bright attosecond XUV pulses. The high laser pulse energy of ultraintense lasers combined with considerable efficiency implies that current limits on the intensity of individual attosecond pulses in gaseous media can be overcome. Note that the efficiency and burst duration in CSE depend sensitively on laser intensity and preplasma conditions as shown by an der Brügge and Pukhov [6] for CSE in reflection. Similar behavior is observable in simulations for the transmission case and a detailed analysis will be the subject of a future publications.
In conclusion, experimental studies of the CSE process in transmission of thin foils have shown that the process can be heavily suppressed by increasing the pulse ellipticity. The possibility of exploiting this ellipticity dependence using the polarization gating technique was explored using FIG. 3 (color online) . Results of PICWIG simulations of polarization gating. The intensity is plotted for the constructive pulse pair (dashed) and destructive pulse pair (solid) in (a) for the IPG method. Note that these two pulse pairs are orthogonally polarized and are out of phase by π=2. The intensities of the two opposite-handed circular pulses for the birefringent plates method are plotted in (b). In both cases the ellipticity of the composite pulse is also plotted (dotted). The electron densities from PICWIG simulations, plotted against time and position, are shown (dark areas are low density while bright regions are high) for the cases of (c) an ungated 11-cycle FWHM (full width at half maximum) Gaussian pulse (similar to the optimum capability of Astra Gemini), (d) an ungated 2-cycle pulse, (e) an 11-cycle pulse gated by IPG, and (f) a 2-cycle pulse gated by the plate method. The harmonic field intensity frequency filtered to orders above the 20th is also plotted over the density map. For the gated pulses the transmitted XUV radiation is restricted to the period of linear polarization. 1D PIC simulations and the results show that isolated, intense attosecond pulses can be generated from ultrahigh intensity interactions with thin foils.
